
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
 

1) The novel takes place in three eras:  a) WW II, b) The early 1950’s, and c)  The late  1980’s    
       Did you find this confusing or did it add perspective?    (RTS) 
 
2) Were you shocked/ surprised when you found out  that  Jun Ling and Aritomo both 

engaged in unethical  (or at least questionable) behavior to further their own interests?  
Did the end justify the means?     (RTS) 

 
3) Of the principal characters, whom did you find to be the most admirable in terms of 

courage and selflessness?   (RTS) 
 
4) Where did Aritomo go?    

 
5)  What do you think was in the boxes being  stored in the mine?    (RTS) 

 
6)   Although containing many violent scenes, readers have commented that they found the 

story comforting , leaving a feeling of calm and tranquility. What feelings are you left with 
having completed the novel ?  (Lit. Lovers) 

 
7) You know some people ask me for writing  tips, how to be a better writer.  I always say, 

“Watch more stand up comedy.”.  Good comedy writers are funny because they look at life 
at a slightly slanted angle , and they show us how life is both painful and funny, and that’s 
what writers are trying to do.  We have to look at the world slightly differently; we have to 
see connections others might not see.  (Tan Twan Eng) 

 
8) I once heard a young woman speak about spending time in an African War zone and she 

opined that many, if not most, wars are over resources.  The British income from tin and 
rubber exports from Malaysia during the 1950’s exceeded the value of all exports from 
Britain to the United States and was used as a cash cow to settle WWII  debts.  In the fight 
against the insurgents , troops came from New Zealand, Rhodesia , Australia, Fiji…. How 
does the book  portray colonialism?   (RTS) 
 

9)   Memory and its opposite, forgetting play a deep role.   “ A central theme  is the role of 
memory in human existence, and the relationship between memory and forgetting” Do you 
agree with this?  As we gray, remembering our lives assumes a greater place in our mind’s  
menu. Is this for you  mainly a positive or negative experience?   (RTS) 

 
10)  Kamikaze – Eng  became curious about these and found it to be “heartbreaking” -many of 

the pilots were high school students who were manipulated by old generals who told them 
they were “falling blossoms”  hence the cherry blossom insignia on their uniform” -like a 
cherry  blossom, their lives were  “brief but glorious”.   “…….I saw them as people .  I was 
interested  in their personal sacrifice, not this jingoistic thing -about honor, family- but 
something personal and the most personal sacrifice is love.   (Italics mine)  (RTS 
 
 


